Color the tree.

Color two of the apples red. Cut out the red apples and paste them on the tree.
Color three of the apples green. Cut out the green apples and paste them on the tree.
Color the tree.

Color two of the apples red.  Color two of the apples green.
Paste one red apple on the tree.  Paste one green apple on the tree.
Color the tree.

Color two of the apples red.  Color three of the apples green.
Paste one red apple on the tree.
Color the tree.

Color three of the apples red. Color two of the apples green.
Paste two green apples on the tree.
Color the tree.

Color four of the apples green. Color one of the apples red. Paste four green apples on the tree.
Color the tree.

Color two of the apples green. Color one of the apples red. Paste one green apple on the tree.
Color the tree.

Color five of the apples red.
Paste five red apples on the tree.
Color the tree.

Draw an x on two of the apples. Color the remaining apples green. Paste four green apples on the tree.
Color all of the apples red. Draw an × on two of the apples. Paste three red apples on the tree.